
Chapter 2
The Photon Belt

Washta and two other Sirian Council members would now like to discuss an incredible physical as well as
spiritual event that is presently(1) approaching Earth. (Washta is a galactic presence who is in training as a new
Sirian  ascended  master.  When  he  completes  this  book  project,  Washta  will  be  promoted  to  a  fully-fledged
ascended master.) He is  joined in this  presentation by Aumtron and Teletron—Sirian experts  on science and
history—but throughout the book Washta will be the only Council speaker.

We are here to share the fact that your solar system is presently poised to enter a vast region of light called
the photon belt, sometime during a period between March of 1995 and December of 1996. This photon belt—a
huge  mass  of  light—will  be  the  vehicle  for  your  restoration  to  full  consciousness  and  for  the  complete
transformation  of  your  DNA  and  chakra  systems.  These  unbelievable  changes  will  forever  alter,  not  only
yourselves, but also your planet and your solar system. This is because the photon belt will  move your solar
system into a higher dimension (from the 3rd to the 5th), allowing your planet, within the solar system, to move to
a new position in space closer to the Sirius star system. At this point you may be asking:  “What is this photon
belt? Why haven’t I heard about it before? If it’s this important, why aren’t our scientists discussing it?”

The photon belt, a huge torroidal shaped object composed of photon light particles, was first discovered by
your scientists in 1961 near the vicinity of the Pleiades, by satellite instrumentation. Throughout this book we
usually speak of your Earth entering the photon belt—and sometimes, of the photon belt moving toward Earth.
The reality is that your solar system and the photon belt are moving toward each other.

For those who do not know what a photon light particle is, you should realize that it is the result of a collision
between an anti-electron (a  positron)  and an electron.  This  split-second collision causes  the  two particles  to
destroy each other.  The resulting mass of  this  collision is  completely converted into energy that  registers as
photons or light particles. In the first quarter of this century, an English physicist, Paul Derac, postulated that for
every single particle a similar anti-particle should exist. In 1932, Dr. Carl David Anderson, who won a Nobel prize
in 1936, discovered the first of these anti-particles—the positron or positive electron. By the 1950s, anti-protons as
well as anti-neutrons had been discovered by your scientists.

The importance of these discoveries is not just that it proves Derac’s theories. More importantly, it allows a 
new and unprecedented form of energy to be discovered by Earth’s scientists. This energy that results from the 
collision between an anti-particle and a particle (for example, the collision of an anti-proton and a proton) is 
known as photon energy and will be the major source for all of your  energy requirements in the future. In fact, 
the new energy age being established for this planet can be called the “Photon Energy Age.” 

The photon belt was initially discovered when a series of studies on the Pleiades were begun in the early 
18th Century by the famous British astronomer, Sir Edmund Halley. Halley is famous for the discovery of 
Comet Halley that seemed to prove Newton’s laws of planetary motion. Halley discovered that at least three of 
the stars in the Pleiadean star group are not in the same positions as recorded in classical times by various 
Greek astronomers. The difference in position had become so great by Halley’s time that it was impossible to 
state whether the Greeks or Halley were wrong. Halley therefore concluded that the Pleiades moved within a 
prescribed system of motion.
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This concept was later proved correct one century later with some astute observations by Frederick 
Wilhelm Bessel. It was his discovery that all stars in the Pleiades had a proper motion of approximately 5.5 
seconds of arc per century. Paul Otto Hesse also studied the Pleiades and discovered that at an absolute right 
angle (90 degrees) to the movement of the stars in the Pleiades, there was a photon belt shaped like a torroid or 
huge doughnut with a thickness of approximately 2,000 solar years or 759,864 billion miles. Since the results 
of the observations of Bessel and Hesse about the Pleiades are correct, your Earth is now completing a 24,000 
to 26,000-year cycle with this photon belt.

As Earth is  now going to enter  this  photon belt,  you must  know what this  means to Earth's  human
civilization. Many of your astrologers as well as many of your scientists and historians believe that the next
millennium marks the beginning of a new age for humankind. To Earth’s astrologers, this new age is the Age of
Aquarius, a time for vast changes in your science, technology and your consciousness. To your scientists and
historians, it is an age of vast difficulties that your civilization’s societal and political structures may not be
able to handle. In any case, it may now appear to be either the prelude to a new wondrous age or the time of
your extinction. The question remains—what part will the approaching photon belt play in these scenarios?

To answer these questions let us now look at the photon belt itself. The photon belt can be divided into
three sections. You will first enter through what is called the null zone. This procedure will take roughly 5 to 6
days to complete including approximately 3 days of total darkness. Following this action, you will move into
the main part of the belt itself and experience unending daylight (24 hours a day). This journey normally lasts
around 2,000 years and ends when your solar system exits at the other end of the belt by going through the null
zone exit for the same 5 to 6 day period. (See Table 1: Your Human Experience in the Photon Belt.)
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However, in this cycle, the Supreme Creator Force (God) has arranged for your solar system to enter an
interdimensional rescue bubble that will thrust it out of the photon belt through the 5th dimension and into a
position about three light years from the Sirius star system (at present Sirius is approximately 8.3 light years
from Earth). This bubble will be reached around the years 2012-2013 AD. That period of approximately 17
years  (1996-2013 AD) will  mark the  end of  your  24-hour  daylight  experience and bring the  return of  an
approximate 12-hour daylight/12-hour nighttime schedule.

As we have just stated, surrounding the photon belt there is a huge barrier called the null zone. If you
could look at the null zone, you’d see it really contains a region of incredible energy compression. It is a place
where  magnetic  fields  are  so  tightly  strung  together  that  it's  impossible  for  any  type  of  3rd-dimensional
magnetic field to pass through it without being altered. This fact means that the magnetic field of the Earth and
your Sun must be transformed into a new type of interdimensional magnetism. You should therefore expect a
change in Earth’s electrical, magnetic, and gravitational fields. Such a change is occurring right now.

Over the past few decades, the magnetic field of the Earth has been decreasing gradually to almost zero.
Many Earth humans have used this  phenomenon to prove that a major polar shift is going to occur by the end
of this century. However, this council and the Sirian scientists of this council can assure you that a polar shift
will not occur! This change in the Earth’s magnetic field is a by-product of the pressure being put on your solar
system by the photon belt.

When the photon belt  is  fully  manifested,  it  will  not  allow any electrical  device  to  function.  Such a
development will mean that neither batteries nor electrical circuits will operate when Earth is in the photon belt.
You  will  require  a  new form  of  energy—photon  energy—to  operate  your  former  and  soon-to-be  altered
electrical devices.

Another major development that is expected to occur as you approach the null zone is an increase in
pressure on the planet’s atmosphere and upon its surface. This aspect is also beginning to happen as noted by
the increase in seismic activities that stretch from the 1960s to the present time. Earth is presently in a period in
which seismic activities across the planet have increased. The same thing can be said for volcanism. There has
also been a dramatic change in your planetary weather patterns that put pressure on the traditional water cycle.
Thus, the droughts in California, Sub-Saharan Africa (the Sahal), South Central India, and the northern part of
Chile are examples of how the jet stream and the ocean’s internal currents have been altered by this event. In
addition, the opening of the ozone hole in the late 1970s and the early 1980s signals another critical change
created in part by the approaching photon belt. More importantly, this coming event has also affected your
solar system by deeply altering the sunspot cycle and even the overall surface temperatures on the Sun. Now let
us look at the Sun and see what has been happening to it.

In 1987 and 1988 the Sirians switched the polarity of the subtle bodies of the Sun so that the photon belt
could not in any way adversely affect your solar system. First, we switched the polarity of the solar subtle
bodies by realigning them to the new grids being created by the Time Lords (The creator supervisory force of
God that deals with the continual creation of this physical universe). This will allow Earth a safe entry into the
photon belt. Secondly, our Galactic Federation scientists altered the timing of the sunspot cycle to more easily
allow the Sun to adjust to its new subtle body realignment. In an effort to create solar harmony, they therefore
produced a different kind of Sun. This new Sun responded with an increase in solar flare activity and with a
general  stellar  cooling.  By  accomplishing  this  action,  the  vast  pressures  on  your  solar  system have  been
alleviated. If this shift in interdimensional polarity had not been done, the Sun would have been destroyed by
the null zone of the photon belt and Earth vaporized. Thus, as you near Earth's entry into the photon belt, you
can be comforted by the fact that the Sun has been significantly changed and is now capable of successfully
entering the photon belt.

There were two reasons why the Sun was adjusted and safely positioned so that it can go directly into the
photon belt. First, the photon belt is an interdimensional event that requires that the Sun enter it in a properly
phased position. (The Sun must be in a relatively low level of activity and able to easily adjust itself to the
rapid changes that entering the photon belt will entail.)2 Secondly, the Earth must be monitored and procedures
put into place that will align the inter-dimensional energy bodies of your planet to the rapid degree of changes
that will take place before and just after entering the null zone. The alterations that will allow this event to
occur have been put into place though the use of an interdimensional hologram.
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This interdimensional envelope of light was placed around your Sun so as to properly align the solar
system with this new event (the photon belt), and to also use this hologram to successfully regulate your Earth’s
entry into the photon belt. The hologram will later be used to move your solar system into its new position near
our star system (Sirius). Thus we needed to adjust the Sun’s entry fields by enlarging your planet's hologram to
include your Sun and solar system. This adjustment will allow a safe entry into both the photon belt and into
your new position in this galaxy. 

These procedures were accomplished through a number of very important processes which we would like
to emphasize. First,  the Sun’s polarity was changed. Second, the Galactic Federation has put into position
various atmospheric research ships and specially prepared survey teams who integrated their activities with the
actions from the Earth’s interdimensional hologram. Their sole purpose is to monitor the ozone hole and to
make sure that it does not get too untenable for life on your planet. In addition, these ships and their teams are
able to monitor and correct major Earth seismic and plate activities now going on as your planet and solar
system approach and enter the photon belt’s null zone.

Nevertheless, it is you on Earth who will be entering the photon belt and losing the electromagnetic fields
when they are nullified. And as we have explained, this means that when you enter the photon belt you won’t
be able to utilize electrical equipment anymore. Therefore, you must begin to prepare for this major change in
your lives as new forms of gravitational and electrical fields are established. What appears to you as a loss will
actually be a benefit that allows photon energy fields to be altered at the subatomic level and become the basic
energy drivers of your solar system. As all atoms and molecules are changed, you Earth humans will be vastly
modified in your very nature. You will become something quite different—excitingly improved—from what
you presently are.

Therefore, let’s go over the entire scenario of the photon belt experience and get an idea of what is about
to happen. As mentioned, it will likely occur sometime between March of 1995 and December of 1996. Your
planet will experience a great field of darkness as it approaches the null zone and your solar system becomes
immersed in the zone. Suddenly, the twilight level of darkness will be replaced by complete darkness. It will
be as though the entire planet has been thrown into an incredibly huge closet and the door closed behind you.
The Sun will have disappeared from view and you will be unable to see stars in the pitch black sky. Day will
have suddenly turned to night as the null zone's compression of solar and stellar light will blot out the Sun and
even the stars. (Return to Table 1: Your Human Experience in the Photon Belt.)

You will know by the total darkness that you have now entered the null zone and begun the transformation
process.  As  you  begin  to  accept  the  shock  of  this  utter  darkness,  you  will  find  that  something  else  has
happened. Not only are you in the dark but none of your electrical devices will work anymore. Once the pumps
quit and the water tanks are empty, water will not run and toilets will not flush. Lights cannot be turned on.
Cars will not start. Hence, you are now in a whole new world. Despite these incredible difficulties, something
has happened to your bodies, something wonderful.

When the collapse of the planet’s electrical and magnetic fields occurs, it will also allow all atoms on
Earth to be changed. The atoms in your body will be modified to form a new body—a body that is semietheric
—and the veil of consciousness around you will be removed. You will no longer be living in the limited 3rd-
dimensional reality. You will now be human beings living in the reality of the galactic light. You will now have
physical and psychic gifts that you were meant to have ever since the time you humans first left the Lyran
constellation to spread your knowledge and guardianship throughout this  galaxy. You will  have begun the
process of “coming home” to the 5th dimension.

When the atmosphere begins to compress by the second day, you will experience the sensation of being
compacted by the pressures from the null zone on Earth’s gravitational field and you will feel bloated. This
bloating will only last for about two days, however.

As your atmosphere is compressed and all materials become denser, the big danger will be from nuclear
materials  since  there  is  the  possibility  for  either  nuclear  chain-reactions  or  huge  and  deadly  radioactive
explosions  of  fissionable  materials.  This  compression of  nuclear  energy could possibly cause massive fire
storms in addition to explosions around the planet, or nuclear chain reactions. Therefore, to avoid these dangers,
the Galactic Federation will allow a special landing of technical ships and personnel so that these potential
nuclear dangers can be alleviated.

The next change that  you will  feel  is coldness caused by the complete absence of the Sun. (This
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temperature drop will be profound—like an Ice Age type of cold.) This will occur because the Sun will be
undergoing a change in its interdimensional polarity which will prevent the Sun’s heat from reaching planet
Earth’s surface.

By the third day of change, however, you will  begin to see a dawn-like glimmer surrounding your
planet. You will then have the beginnings of the “photon effect.” This photon effect is very important because it
will allow you to have a new energy source. This new energy source will permit the end of your planet's fossil
fuel dependency. It will also allow the capability for space travel since photon drive technology is the power
system for all starships operated by the Galactic Federation. By the third and fourth day, then, you will have
reached the time for your first introduction to photon energy, weak though it may be.

As the fourth day quickly draws to an end and the fifth day now begins, the climate will begin to warm and
bright light will return. The photon effect which began toward the end of the third day will now be in full effect.
You will now be able to use photon-beam power equipment. Every living thing will now be invigorated by the
photons streaming in from the main part of the photon belt. You will have entered a new age with a new body.
You will now be ready for the next phase in which your psychic abilities will be heightened by the photon
effect. These photon energies will not only provide your bodies with maximum efficiency of energy use, but
they will also be used for energizing your homes and your industries. You will have entered the photon age!
Space travel will now become quite simple and a preferred mode of transportation.

Once you begin living in  the photon belt  you will  be  in a fully-realized space age.  With the power
provided by photon beam energy, the stars and other planets will soon seem to be as near as a trip across town.
With this new energy, it will be as easy to travel to Sirius, or any other nearby star, as it is now to travel from
California  to  New York.  In  addition,  you  will  now have  in  your  midst  those  you  have  long  called  the
extraterrestrials who are your elder brothers and sisters and your counselors and guides during this transitional
period.

The return of your space family, then, marks an important change in Earth's spatial relationship to your
universe. The Time Lords who control this particular entry into the belt will cause your planet to have both a
shift in consciousness and physical relationship and also a shift into a higher dimension.

This  shifting  from a  largely  3rd-dimensional  world  to  a  5th-dimensional  world  is  an  enormous  gift,
because as  a result  of  this  change,  you will  be  removed from Pleiadean control  and situated under  Sirian
influences.  This  5th-dimensional  reality  means  that  you  will  be  nearer  to  Sirius—that  you  can  adopt  the
Lyran/Sirian culture and be under the protection of Sirius as you were in the time of Lemuria, some 25,000
years ago. 

As you reflect upon your true Earth history, you will also learn from the Galactic Federation how to use
this new spatial relationship that the 5th dimension will give you access to. Hence, your society approaches an
almost indescribable Golden Age that various Earth religious prophecies have forecast over the past 2,000
years.

This coming Golden Age is one in which every Earth human will have the opportunity to become all that
he or she was meant to be. It is a time when you, the people, will at last have the opportunity to understand
your planet's true history and recover your lost full consciousness abilities. The approaching photon belt will
mark the end of your present civilization as you know it. Moreover, with the photon belt’s coming, the 10,000+
year period of limited consciousness and negative hierarchical government control (that has existed since the
end of Atlantis) will conclude. At last, you are presently in the final period of a global Piscean age civilization
that will lead you to truly wondrous times. (See Table 2: Galactic Influence on Earth.)
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Table 2: Galactic Influence on Earth

Sirian Influence 2 
million BC

Pleiadean Influence 
25,000 BC

Joint Influence of 
Sirian and Pleiadean 
November 1992

Began in colonies of 
Hybornea and Lemuria. 
Ended when Atlantis 
destroyed Lemuria.

Began when Atlantis 
destroyed Lemuria and 
used the Pleiadean model 
for Earth human 
civilization.

Began as a result of the 
Pleiadean Star League 
decision to switch to the 
Lyran/Sirian culture.

The  new  wondrous  times  that  you  are  about  to  enter  will  allow  the  reclamation  of  your  fully
consciousness potential. This fact is forecast in the biblical revelations, and it is an age when you will talk and
walk with all who have lived on your planet. It is a time when you will be one with the Earth’s Spiritual
Hierarchy. It is also a time when you will return to work cooperatively with your planet's cetaceans (whales
and dolphins) to be co-guardians of Earth, and eventually with your rehabilitated solar system, as well.  You
are also in the midst of discovering your true selves, and your true selves are capable of understanding and
utilizing  many  psychic  abilities.  Yes,  psychic  abilities  such  as  telepathy  and  telekinesis,  clairaudience,
clairvoyance, etc., are a former heritage of every human. You are also heir to new concepts about how you
should  empathetically  relate  to  one  another,  and  how  these  correct  personal  human  relationships  will
determine constructive practices in governing your society in a peaceful and caring way. With these personal
and societal changes will also come new technologies and a new science that can be safely known and applied.
In effect, a whole new planet, a whole new galactic civilization and a whole new galactic human, are about to
be born.

The Earth human that you have been is now ready for an incredible new era, even better than what you
created in Lemuria. By aiding the Spiritual Hierarchy in this solar system, you will return to your soul focus as
true guardians of all life on planet Earth as well as other planets in your solar system.

But there is another point that is also important for you to understand. You are on the verge of these great
changes and new beginnings because of our future “first contact” landings on Earth. This Spiritual Hierarchy
and Sirian-led first contact will enable your entire solar system to take its place in the Galactic Federation so
you will become all that we have just described—a galactic civilization. Through wisdom and love applied
here on Earth, you maybe sure that at sometime in the future you will be able to share your knowledge with
other star systems—and so the sharing continues in the ever expanding power and presence of God. You are
indeed on the verge of an amazing and wondrous time.

Now we are sure that you have many questions about what we Just covered. In the next chapter, Virginia
asks Washta and his Sirian Council many questions about this Photon Belt material.

END OF EXTRACT from  “You are Becoming a Galatic Human.” published by Spiritual Education
Endeavours Publishing Company, Santa Clara, California. U.S.A. Copyright 1994.

Only the text, whose copyright would be Sheldon Nidle’s, has been extracted. The book also contains
diagrams which are the intellectual property of Miriam de Vera Nidle.

Note 1, page 1. All predicted dates in this material clearly did not occur, and it is these failed predictions,
which have been very numerous, that have left older Light Workers quite disillusioned. 

Note 2. The sun is not in a period of low activity in 2023, quite the reverse.
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